ART. 51]
POTENTIALS  OIT RODS, &C.
25
Since the magnitude of the attraction is 2m/p and its direction is PN} it- is evident that the potential must be F= (7—2mlogj), where C is a constant and p is the distance of P from the rod. ^ We may also deduce this result from the expression for the potential of a finite rod. Suppose the point P to be situated in the straight line drawn through 0 perpendicular to the rod.
Then
r = (Z2 V = m log

= I + J- and we have
i = 2m log 21 -
We thus see that the constant C is really infinite and equcct to 2m log 21 when we adhere to the definition of Art. 39.
• '                                                                                                                                                    4?*
51. Ex. 1. Let the rod AB be produced both ways to infinite distances. Let the portion beyond A attract and that beyond B repel P, the part between A and B exerting no force. Prove that the level surfaces are hyperboloids having A and B for
foci and that the potential at P is mlog
Prove also that if the portion AB
is evanescent the level surfaces are right cones and that the potential is 2m log cot J^ where ^ is the angle of the cone. ^/     Ex. 2.. Show that the potential of a thin rod AB at any point P is    (;
F=m log (cot %PAB . cot %PBA).
\^* Ex. 3. A thin uniform rod AB is attracted by a body of any form : show that the component of the attraction along the length BA of the rod is in(VA — FB), where V^ and VB are the potentials of the body at A and B} and 771 is the mass of the rod per unit of length.
By Art. 11 this theorem is true when the rod is attracted by a single particle; it is therefore true by summation when attracted by any body.
\f     Ex. 4.   A uniform thin chain AB is enclosed in a smooth curvilinear tube
which it just fits, and is attracted by a body of any form.    Show that the force
urging the chain to move in  the tube is  m(V^-V£).   Hence  show that the
position of equilibrium may be found by equating the potentials of the body at
^-^the extremities of the chain.
-' TJaat tiie force dePends only on tQe positions of the extremities of the chain, and not on its length or form, may also be shown by another kind of reasoning. Let the chain be completed into a circuit by uniting two chains in different tubes at their extremities. If the forces were not equal the chain would begin to move round the circuit, and thus a perpetual motion would be caused by tbe mere presence of an attracting body.
/ Ex. 5. When the law of attraction is tbe inverse cube, the poteutial of a uniform thin rod AB at any point P is my/Sp, where y is the angle APB, p the perpendicular from P on the rod, and in is the line density.
When the law is the inverse fourth power, the potential is m (sin/3-sina)/%r where p, a are the angles^ makes with PB and PA.
/ Ex. 6. A plane lamina is bounded by two parallel straight lines whose distance apart is 21. The surface density at any point Q is p(QM. QN)* where QM, QN are
1*1

